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Delta Hospital Auxiliary
5800 Mountain View Blvd. Delta, B.C.

Since 1977 your generosity has enabled us to support the residents of
Mountain View Manor. (Located at the rear of Delta Hospital)

Mountain View Manor home to
92 Residents

The Delta Hospital Auxiliary will be providing $95,000 in funding for 2015, as well as an army of volunteers,
for Mountain View Manor. The funding covers the cost of music therapy and well established recreation
programs (Entertainment and Outings) for the residents.
“I want to thank you all from the bottom of my heart for looking
after Mom in the last years of her life. It has been a difficult
journey, but now Mom is finally at peace. I know she had many
good experiences at Mountain View Manor especially because of
the kind and caring staff you have there. She also greatly enjoyed
the wonderful recreation program. She loved going on outings,
such as meals out and the times she was able to go on bus drives
or wonderfully, to a play! She enjoyed the garden, the musicians
who came to perform, the dancers, the Christmas lunches, the
Light the Way event, the wii games, the chime choir, the baking
sessions, the art classes and so on and so on. These were the
activities that kept her going under trying physical limitations.”

Sincerely,
Family member of former Mountain View Manor resident

I often have family members tell me they can’t believe how much
more lucid and relaxed music therapy makes their loved ones.
“They seem like their old self again even if only for awhile!” “They
seldom even speak anymore yet they sing with you!” While this
is only one small example of how music can be used to reach
a goal such as “reduce anxiety,” skilled Music Therapists know
many ways of improving quality of life. “We have ways of making
you sing!”

I am proud of my association with Delta Hospital Auxiliary and
proud of the tradition of care we have built together through
Music Therapy over the past seven years. It is indeed a privilege to
serve among you and I have grown to love the dear folks who have
built this remarkable community.

Sincerely,
Jo Anne Tait,
Music Therapist Accredited

Are you interested in being a volunteer at Mountain View Manor?
Call us or visit our website for details.

Thank you
Delta Residents

A tax receipt will be issued for cash donations to Delta Hospital Auxiliary Society.


